We show that the two dimensional (2D) inversion-symmetry broken square lattice antiferromagnet with easy-plane spin anisotropy exhibits a thermal Hall effect and topologically protected edge modes. These phenomena require a finite Berry curvature, and its origin ascribed to the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interactions or the noncoplaner magnetic ordering is established in the kagome, pyrochlore, and decorated honeycomb lattices. There, the square lattice having the edge shared geometry was excluded as a typical no-go example. We show a different mechanism to generate a Berry curvature in a square lattice, where the DM interactions couple to the magnetic moments perpendicular to them by the aid of a magnetic field. Such coupling cannot be reduced to the above conventional mechanism that requires a finite magnetic moment parallel to the DM interaction. The thermal Hall conductivity is induced by the magnetic field, and also show a rapid growth in temperature T beyond the power-law, reflecting the almost gapless low energy branch of the antiferromagnet, which is in distict difference with the T 7/2 -dependence in the pyrochlore ferromagnets. The topological phase transition occurs by the in-plane rotation of the magnetic field, and the edge modes are protected by the Z2 topological invariant. The present system serves as a standard model for the noncentrosymmetric crystals Ba2MnGe2O7 and Ba2CoGe2O7.
I. INTRODUCTION
Transport phenomena in insulating magnets are intensively pursued these days, as is turned out that the magnons, a quasi-particle of insulating magnets, behave quite similar to the electrons in semiconductors, and exhibit a thermal Hall effect 1 , a magnon Nernst effect [2] [3] [4] , and a magnon-driven spin Seebeck effect 5 . In the typical magnetically ordered insulating states, the low energy collective excitation is well-described by the one-body picture of the magnon, whose propagation representing the quantum fluctuation is controlled by the standard magnetic exchange interactions.
Unlike the electron, the magnon is a charge-neutral quasiparticle which does not experience a Lorentz force, and can be only driven by an temperature gradient yielding a spin Seebeck effect 5 . However, when the inversion symmetry of the bonds is locally broken, there arises an antisymmetric exchange called DzyaloshinskiiMoriya (DM) interaction 6, 7 , which works as an effective vector porential for the magnons. The propagation of the magnons in real space is thus bended, and the magnons feel the Berry curvature as the fictitious magnetic field. The same effect is obtained when the spins have a noncoplaner ordering [8] [9] [10] [11] , whose solid angle gives the Berry curvature to magnons propagating along them in the same context as the above. These pictures are well-established as an explanation of thermal Hall effect of magnon . To generate a fininte Berry curvature on a magnon band in a natural manner, some particular classes of geometry of the lattices are required: The corner shared ones represented by the kagome 8, 11, 13, 14, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] and pyrochlore 12, 13, 23 lattices. Also the honeycomb lattice of a Haldane type [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] with next nearest neighbor exchanges and in the presence of an alternating magnetic field is known to fit the above scenario. A nonzero Berry curvature also indicates the existence of topological nature of magnons represented by the protected edge modes and chern numbers, and is again studied in kagome 8, 21, [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] , pyrochlore [45] [46] [47] [48] , and honeycomb lattices [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] .
By contrast, in the edge shared lattices, the effect of the fictitious flux defined on each closed loop of the lattice cancels out with those of its neighboring loops 13, 14 . Indeed, in the square lattice magnets, the above mentioned phenomena are elusive; they were reported only for a rather artificial and limited numbers of situations, namely applying spatial dependent electric field 34, 35 or making nontrivial spin texture in real space 36 .
The above mentioned scheme to generate the finite Berry curvature is so far discussed with in mind so-called centrosymmetric materials. In these materials, the local inversion symmetry is broken and the finite DM interaction is present, whereas the spatial inversion symmetry (SIS) is preserved throughout the crystal, as the DM interactions have a staggered alignment along the bonds. In this paper, we consider instead the explicit breaking of SIS in a square lattice antiferromagnet. Even when the SIS is broken, the way to avoid cancellation of the Berry curvature is not straightforward. We find another mechanism to generate a Berry curvature in a model systeman easy-plane antiferromagnet with uniform and in-plane DM interactions. When the ordered moments are canted by the magnetic field off the plane, the thermal Hall effect and the topologicaly protected edge modes emerge. Although the model might seem rather an exposition of some particular choice, we find an underlying general rule to afford the Berry curvature in a simplest and ubiquitous edge shared bipartite magnets, which have been discarded as the no-go example. . The canting is induced by the out-of-plane components of the DM interaction. The magnetic anisotropy within the plane is tiny in both materials, so we ignore this anisotropy in the following discussion.
The paper is organized as follows; in §.II, we first revisit the previously discussed systems exhibiting thermal Hall effects, and classify them to clarify the feature of the present square lattice. Then, we consider the model of 2D SIS broken antiferromagnet, and the conditions to have a Berry curvature. In §.III we demonstrate the emergent thermal Hall effect and topological edge states, and summarize our findings in §.IV.
II. FORMULATION A. Classification of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions
We first classify the role of DM interactions that depends on their directions, the way of alignment, and the lattice geometries. Let us discuss the simplest part of the Hamiltonian including only the Heisenberg exchange and the DM interactions,
, where i, j denotes neighboring pairs of spins. Consider the ordered phase, where the magnetic moment is pointing parallel to the z-direction. The fluctuation of the magnetic moments is mediated by the x-and y-components of spins, which is schematically depicted in a semiclassical manner as precession in the xy-plane (Fig.1) . This gives the one-body picture of the magnon excitations. The z-component of the D-vector (D z i,j ) generates a local phase ϕ ij 12,13 to this propagation. Figures 1(a)-1(c) show the configurations of ordered magnetic moments and the DM vectors. When the DM vector has a finite element parallel to the ordered magnetic moments, the kinetics of magnons couple to D and gain a phase ϕ ij . Here, we stress that when D is perpendicular to the moments (Figs.1(b) and 1(c)), this mechanism does not apply. In this paper, however, we see shortly that the alignment of spin moments and the DM interactions shown in Fig. 1 (c) also couples to D an yields a Berry curvature.
There are several ways to align the DM vectors in the 2D lattices, as shown in Fig.1(d) . As the sign of the DM interaction term explicitly depends on the choice of the direction i → j, one needs to define that direction on each bond, which are taken as δ γ , γ = 1, 2, 3 in the figure. When the system keeps the SIS centered on a lattice site, the DM interactions point alternatively along these directions, which is called the staggered DM interactions. The breaking of SIS allows the DM interactions to align uniformly. The kagome lattice with the staggered DM, the triangular lattice with the uniform DM, and the square lattices with the staggered and the uniform DM with each two patterns are shown. Let us take a closed loop, C, along the bonds in each of these lattices, which is a triangle, hexagonal, or a square unit. One finds that the propagation of magnons around the loop gains a net flux, φ = C ϕ ij , where we take counterclockwise path as positive. The summation of all these local fluxes are zero in all cases, but the thermal Hall conductivity is finite in the kagome lattice and zero in the square and triangular lattices. In the square and triangular lattices, the shapes of the loops hosting fluxes with different signs are the same. Then, there exists a symmetry operation that does not change the flux pattern but converts the sign of the thermal Hall conductivity. This straightforwardly implies that the thermal Hall conductivity is zero. Note that this symmetry operation does not change the effective Hamiltonian, which describes the free boson system under the staggered flux. For example, in the square and triangular lattice with finite flux shown in Fig.1(d) , a π rotation around δ 1 axis forbids the finite thermal Hall conductivity. Usually, the Berry curvature is also zero in these cases. While in the kagome lattice, the shapes of the loops forming fluxes with different signs are different, so that there is no symmetry operation that relates them, and the Berry curvature remains finite 13, 14 . In this way, the above mechanism regards the square lattice antiferromagnet as no-go example 13, 14 . In the following sections, we instead demomstrate a different scenario and a mechanism to have a finite Berry curvature.
B. Model
We now consider the two dimensional square lattice antiferromagnet consisting of N spins, whose Hamiltonian reads,
where Λ > 0 indicates the uniaxial easy-plane magnetic anisotropy, and D i,j is the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya vector defined on the bond connecting the i-and j-th spins.
The magnetic field h works as a Zeeman term, which is decomposed into the ones perpendicular and parallel to the plane as, h = h ⊥ + h . Figure 2 (a) shows the magnetic unit cell of our square lattice where filled and open circles represent the A-and B-sublattices whose spins align almost antiparallel with each other when h = 0. Here, we take the xz-axes in the direction rotated by π/4 from the bond direction of the square lattice for later convenience.
The DM vector has the in-plane and out-of-plane components, D and D ⊥ , which keep theC 4 symmetry of the lattice, and are allowed by the Moriya's rule in the D 2d or T d point group symmetry of the crystal, which is related to semiconductors with Dresselhaus type spinorbit interaction. 61 To understand its geometry, we define two different directions, δ 1 = (e x + e z )a/2 and Here, (i → j) is taken in the δ1 and δ2-directions of bonds. The green marks pointing perpendicular to the plane is the polarization vector, Pij = eij ×D . Panels (b) and (c) denote the angle of the external magnetic field h and the canted angle of the magnetic moments against the direction perpendicular to h. δ 2 = (e z − e x )a/2, along the bonds of the square lattice. Figure 1 (a) shows the D ij -vector whose indices i → j run in the δ 1 and δ 2 direction; D ⊥ points to the +y and −y directions alternatively, and while it locally breaks the bond inversion, does not contribute to the SIS breaking of the lattice. Therefore, eventhough we include D ⊥ in the present model, it does not play any dominant role. Whereas, D breaks the SIS. Let us introduce a polarization vector, P ij = e ij × D , where e ij points to either δ 1 or δ 2 . The P ij along the δ 1 and δ 2 direction point in the different direction in the Dresselhaus type. One can also define the different type of D by taking half of them along the δ 2 -direction up side down 62 . In this cases, All the P ij point in the same direction, which is the situation common to having the Rashba type spin-orbit interaction that is generated by the electric field perpendicular to the plane [63] [64] [65] . However, since they only change the sign of the Hall conductivity, we focus on the Dresselhaus case in the present paper.
At h = 0, the spin moments on the A-and Bsublattices point in the arbitrary direction on the easy plane, while keeping the relative angle nearly antiparallel. The magnetic field fixes the in-plane direction of the moments, as well as cants the spins off the plane, as shown in Fig.2(d) . The angles of these moments are described by the field angle about the Cartesian coordinate, φ and φ ⊥ , as well as by the canting angle, θ and θ ⊥ , against the axes perpendicular to h.
C. Spin-wave analysis
In the following, we apply a spin-wave analysis to Eq.(2). Due to finite D ⊥ and h, the neighboring spins in the classical ground state are aligned in a direction slightly off the antiparallel one. Thus, before applying the Holstein-Primakoff transformation, we need to set the z-axis of each spins independently to these directions by the local unitary transformation 66 , U † HU , with U given as,
where, r j , is the spatial corrdinate of site-j, and Q is the ordering wave vector which satisfy e iQ·rj = ±1 for sublattices A and B, respectively. The transformed spin operators are antiparallel, and are given the standard HolsteinPrimakoff transformation 67 for the two magnetic sublattices, A and B as,
and
respectively, and after the Fourier transformation, we find the spin wave Hamiltonian described in the 4×4 form,
where k = (k x , k z ) is defined on a 2D reciprocal space. To diagonalize the Hamiltonian, H SW (k), the paraunitary matrix 68 is used and the solution of the following eigenvalue equation,
where Σ z = diag(+1, +1, −1, −1), gives the eigenvectors,
T , satisfying the the paraunitary condition, together with a pair of magnon bands, ω ± (k) whose analytical form is obtained in Eq.(A20) (for details see Appendix. A). 
D. Symmetry and Berry phase
Here, we explain in what condition the Berry phase is generated, that contributes to the thermal Hall effect and the topological nature of the system.
The Berry curvature is defined as
using the eigen vector of Eq.(8) for the two bands, indexed by η = ±. The finite Berry phase is required to have the thermal Hall conductivity, given by the following formula 17 , xz (k) = 0. Therefore, the existence of the imaginary part in H SW (k) is the necessary condition to have a Berry curvature. Even if ImH SW (k) is finite at some k, the symmetry operation that connects the two k-points may work to cancel them out on a whole.
The corresponding no-go theorem to have the anomalous Hall effect in the electronic semiconductors is to keep the SIS and the TRS, namely Ω(k) = Ω(−k) and Ω(k) = −Ω(−k), which guarantee Ω(k) = 0. Typically, the SIS breaking induces a spin-orbit coupling and the breaking of TRS allows for the finite Hall conductivity.
In our antiferromagnet, a similar context is applied; we first show that D = 0 gives the no-go condition to have a finite Berry curvature. The discussion is based on the Hamiltonian, Eq. (7), build on a magnetically ordered ground state. There are two operations that keep
where K is the anti-unitary complex conjugate operator, and τ i , σ i (i = 0, x, y, z) are the unit and Pauli matrices. The first operation reflects the SIS of the Hamiltonian. The second one takes account of the exchange of A and B-sublattice degrees of freedom, (τ 0 ⊗ σ x )K, combined with the time reversal operation, k → −k. Notice that the quantized-z axis of the magnetic moments on the Aand B-sublattices are defined in the opposite direction (even when canted, the same discussion holds after the transformation Eq. (3)). Therefore, the exchange of A and B in the language of magnons should fulfill, a † ↔ b and a ↔ b † . The exchange of the a and b magnons is done by (τ 0 ⊗σ x ), and the particle is converted to hole and vise versa by K (see Fig.3(a) ). This is in analogy to the case of graphene 69 where the two sublattices A and B represent the Dirac spinor, and its effective time reversal symmetry is given by iτ y K which flips the spinor up side down. Therefore, it is natural to consider that the A and Bsublattices that carry different species of magnons, a † j and b † j , form a pseudo-spin degrees of freedom. Then, Eq. (12) is regarded as the effective pseudo-TRS operation, since it exchanges the two and also converts the xyz-spin-axis upside-down, as well as the direction of the momentum of magnons. From Eqs. (11) and (12), we straightforwardly reach
whose detail is shown in Appendix B. Thus, the thermal Hall conductivity is absent if D = 0. However, D = 0 is not a sufficient condition to have
xz (k) = 0. To clarify the point, we consider for a moment a simplified 1D spin model shown in Fig.3(b) , whose Hamiltonian basically takes the form of Eq.(2), but with D = −D e x and the magnetic field h ⊥ perpendicular to the chain. Let us start from the case of h ⊥ = 0, and the collinear antiferromagnetic ordering within the easy plane, pointing along the x-axis 70 . In this case, after the Holstein-Primakoff transformation, the DM interaction term turns out to be irrelevant at the first order as,
This indicates a quite well-known rule that the collinear spin structure does not couple to the DM interaction pointing parallel to it (see also Figs.1(b) ). The same thing holds for the ferromagnetic order in the y-direction. By switching on h ⊥ = 0, the spins cant in the zdirection by the angle θ ⊥ = sin −1 (h ⊥ /(4J +2Λ)S). Thus, we need to twist the z-axis of each spins in the spin-wave analysis by U = exp −i N j=1 (θ ⊥ e iQzj + π)S x j . This twisting of spin space in the z-direction modifies the DM term as,
Among them, only the first term, D S y j S y j+1 , remains nonzero after the Holstein-Primakoff transformation. The Hamiltonian that takes the same form as Eq. (7) has the nonzero off diagonal matrix element,
Since M A × M B = e x sin2θ ⊥ , we obtain,
Therefore, the imaginary part of the Hamiltonian originates from the solid angle by M A , M B , and D (Fig  3(c) ). This term is present only when 0 < θ ⊥ < π/2, i.e. when the spins are noncollinear. A naive interpretation is given in the right panels of Fig.3 . As mentioned earlier, the magnon fluctuate in the direction perpendicular to the ordered moment, which is the xy-plane when h = 0 (Fig.3(b) ). However, since D is pointing in the x-direction, its coupling with the 2D motion of magnons is not allowed. However, once the spins cant in the y-direction, the 1D fluctuation of y-element of spins extends in the 2D plane spanned by the y-and z-space-corrdinates. This 2D motion allows the coupling of the magnons with D. When the axis of magnons are twisted back, the active coupling term in Eq. (15) , U D S y j S y j+1 U † , includes the kinetics of magnons in both the yz-directions. In this picture, the magnons do not need to acquire an explicit phase during propagation. Reminding that in our pseudo-spin picture, the fluctuation element of magnons in the y-direction is flipped by the complex conjugate operator, K. When the spins cant, the relation KH SW (k)K −1 = H SW (k) no longer holds, namely, we find a finite Berry curvature from ImH SW (k) = 0.
In our 2D model, the mechanism to get the imaginary part of the Hamiltonian is essentially the same as the above. Thus, the sufficient condition to have Ω (η) xz (k) = 0 is to cant the spin moments off the plane, 0 < θ ⊥ < π/2.
The finite Berry curvature also suggests the possible emergence of the topological properties of the phase. To examine it, we prepare a square shaped lattice by taking a periodic boundary in the δ 1 directions, extend the δ 2 direction over 2L lattice sites and leave its edges open. The Fourier transform is given only in the periodic boundary condition where the wave numbers, k δ1 , are well defined. The Hamiltonian yields 2L pairs of particle and hole energy bands, and we examine whether there are edge modes that cross the energy gap.
The existence of the edge state can be explained using the topological invariant.
Our system has a band degeneracy at some points in the Brillouin zone so we cannot straightforwardly define a magnon Chern number as in Ref. [71] .
However, a proper choice of a model parameter allows most of the Brillouin zone to be gapped, and a winding number is well defined along the k parallel to the δ 2 direction, k δ2 72,73 . We first define a paraunitary matrix
) and the corresponding gauge field,
Using
Then, we construct the winding number at each fixed k δ1 as,
arg{detT (k)}, (20) where BZ(k δ1 ) is the line over the Brillouin zone at fixed k δ1 . In addition, the following relation holds when φ = 0 (mod π/2), D = 0, and h ⊥ = 0.
where ∂BZ is the surface of the Brillouin zone. The Z 2 topological invariant is defined as,
The value, ν(k δ1 ) = −1, discriminates the Z 2 topological band structure against the trivial one, ν(k δ1 ) = 1. When D = 0, there is always a band degeneracy at the boundary of the Brillouin zone. Thus, we cannot define the winding number as noted above when the uniform DM interaction is absent. When h ⊥ = 0, the offdiagonal elements of H SW (k) are real. In this case, the topological invariant is always trivial, ν(k δ1 ) = 1. Thus, one can conclude that D = 0 and h ⊥ = 0 are the necessary condition to have a feasible ν(k δ1 ) = −1. We will also discuss a φ dependence of topological invariant in §.III C.
III. RESULTS

A. Berry curvature
Let us demonstrate the emergent Berry curvature and the finite thermal Hall conductivity in our SIS broken square lattice antiferromagnet. We discussed in §.II D that the Berry curvature is active when θ ⊥ = 0, namely • , (b) the temperature dependence at φ ⊥ = 89
• , and (c) the comparison for two different field angles φ ⊥ = 45 and 89
• . Panel (b) shows the comparison with the case of pyrochlore magnets in Ref. [13] that follows ∝ T 7/2 , where we calculated for J = 1.0, S = 1/2, D = 0.32, and H = +0 using their formula. The DM interactions defined in Fig.  2(a) has the Dresselhaus-type geometry. The Rashba types of DM interactions is obtained by converting the directions DM vectors in the δ1-directions up side down, in which case κxz becomes negative with the same amplitude.
ear in k at the Γ-point. When Λ > 0, the degeneracy is lifted and only the lower band remains zero at Γ-point as shown in the figure. By the introduction of D ⊥ (or either h ), the spins are canted in-plane (θ = 0), and due to D = 0 the nonreciprocity appears 62 . At h ⊥ = 0 there is a band touching point along the k x -axis (k z = 0) indicated by arrows, besides the trivial degeneracy with the hole bands on the bottom (Γ-point). The former degeneracy at higher energy is lifted by h ⊥ = 0.
We show in Fig. 4 (c) the density plot of the Berry curvature when φ ⊥ = 89
• (the magnetic field almost perpendicular to the plane). One can see the enhancement of Ω (η) xz (k) at finite k x off the Γ-point. This enhancement occurs near the point where the band touches at h ⊥ = 0; at finite h ⊥ , a gap opens. Then the two bands, which basically have different symmetry of contributions from A-and B-sublattices, mix and generate a large Ω (η) xz (k). When the gap is small, the mixing and accordingly the value of Ω (η) xz (k) is large, which is gradually suppressed by the increase of h ⊥ . In contrast, the particle-hole contact at the Γ-point does not contribute much to Ω (η) xz (k) when h ⊥ = 0, since these two bands have the same symmetry in terms of A-and B-sublattice degrees of freedom.
We also show in Fig. 4(d) the Berry curvature at φ ⊥ = 45
• . The in-plane element, h , first works to shift the (nearly) band-touching point in the −k x -direction. Therefore at this field angle, the region where Ω (η) xz (k) takes the maximum shifts to lower energy levels, and its amplitude is enhanced (since h ⊥ = h/ √ 2). When further increasing the field angle from 45
• , h further shifts the band-touching point from the center toward the other edge of the Brillouin zone, and suppresses Ω 
B. Thermal Hall effect
The thermal Hall conductivity Eq. (10) is calculated based on the above mentioned band structures. Figure  5 shows the actual evaluation of the κ xz as a function of magnetic field h for several different temperatures. The enhancement of κ xz by k B T is due to the thermal excitation following the bosonic distribution function. The comparison with the thermal Hall conductivity obtained for the previously reported pyrochlore ferromagnet 13 is shown in Fig. 5(b) ; the pyrochlore ferromagnets have only small magnetic field dependence, and a clear T 7/2 -dependence is observed. Notice that the k B T is scaled by J, which depend much on the material parameters (also D as well), so that the direct comparison of the absolute values of κ xz between the two systems does not make sense. The distinct feature of our antiferromagnet is the rapid growth of κ xz , beyond the simple power of T at temperatures lower than k B T < ∼ 0.1J, which is actually the target temperature range of measurements in laboratories. This should come from the nearly gapless excitation of the lower magnon branch, where the tail of the peak of Ω (η) xz (k) extending from the higher energy band touching points have non-negligible contributions. The gapped pyrochlore ferromagnets does not have such low energy modes. In fact, as the temperature increases, κ xz of our antiferromagnets extrapolate to T 7/2 -behavior of the pyrochlore ferromagnets, where the contribution of Berry curvature from the higher energy part of the magnon bands dominate. Figure 5 (c) shows the h-dependent κ xz for another field angle 45
• . At h = 0, we have exactly κ xz = 0 since φ ⊥ = 0. When the finite h (with φ ⊥ > 0) is introduced, the spins start to cant and the solid angle, Eq.(17), increases and so as Ω xz (k) to lower energy levels, which then works to enhance κ xz . The further increase of field or field angle then pushes this maximum point to higher energies (see Appendix C) and κ xz becomes gradually suppressed, even though the solid angle continues to increase up to h/J ∼ 15. 
C. Edge mode in the Z2 topological phase
We finally show the existence of topological phase characterized by the Z 2 -invariant. For simplicity, we set the field nearly perpendicular to the plane, φ ⊥ ∼ π/2. The in-plane direction of the classical spins in the ground state is determined by small h . We show that φ plays an important role in the existence of edge modes. Note that the magnitude of h is not important as it simply serves to determine the in-plane angle of the magnetic moment.
The calculation on edge modes (see §.II D) are based on the lattice of width 2L with open edges. As shown in Fig.6(a) , we take the periodic boundary in the δ 1 direction and obtain 2L sets of particle and hole bands defined along the k δ1 -direction in momentum space. Figures 6 (b) and 6(c) display the particle bands, ω ± (k δ1 ), for φ = π/4 and 3π/4, respectively. Although they look alike, only the former affords a flat edge modes (red line) inside the gap. At k δ1 = 0, there is a gapless point at the corner of the Brillouin zone, and at this point, the edge mode dissapears.
We now examine the topological invariant to confirm the above findings. When φ = nπ/2 (with integer n), there is always a band degeneracy along either the k x = ±π line (n =odd) or the k z = ±π line (n =even) at the Brillouin zone boundary. Otherwise the bands are gapped (except at the corner of the Brillouin zone) and we can define the winding number as Eq. (20) . The winding number is obtained as,
and accordingly, the Z 2 topological invariant becomes,
The phase diagram regarding φ is shown in Fig.6(d) ; there is a topological phase transition at φ = nπ/2 (with integer n), where the band degeneracy actually takes place, and the diagram is separated into the topological and trivial regions. Thus, regarding the two cases we showed in Figs.6(b) and 6(c), only the former case has edge modes.
IV. SUMMARY
We showed theoretically that the two dimensional inversion-symmetry-broken square lattice antiferromagnet hosts the thermal Hall effect and the topologically protected edge modes. These two properties are based on the finite Berry curvature of magnon bands, and the conventionally established way to generate a finite Berry curvature was to introduce the DM interaction, whose D-vectors pointing in the direction parallel to the ordered magnetic moment. The D-vector collinear to the moments couple to the magnons as a vector potential and generate a local phase in their hoppings. By the proper choice of the geometry of lattices, which are the corner shared kagome, pyrochlore, and decorated honeycomes, one could allow the contribution of the local phase to the finite Berry curvature. However, in this picture, our square lattice geometry can never afford the topological nature, since there exists a symmetry operation that cancel out the effect of the local phases. We instead consider the D-vector pointing in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic moment, which does not generate any phase factors mentioned above. By canting the collinear moments by the magnetic field, while still keeping them perpendicular to D, one can generate the fluctuation of magnons extending in the two directions from the single fluctuation component of moments. This effectively 2D fluctuation couples to D and gives rise to the Berry curvature. The touching point (with a tiny gap) of two magnon bands appears at the middle of the energy bands, which is the point where the Berry curvature is enhanced. Since the antiferromagnetic magnon bands have low energy branches near the zero energy level, the tail of the Berry curvature extending from this high energy point allows for the rapid increase of the thermal Hall conductivity beyond the powers of T , in sharp contrast to the T 7/2 -dependence in the pyrochlore ferromagnets. We also demonstrated that the topological phase is feasible in this system, and found that the topological phase transition characterized by the winding number is controlled by the rotation of the in-plane field angle. This field angle varies the degree of the twisting of the symmetry of bands that consist of two sublattices which are regarded as the pseudo-spin degrees of freedom in the present system. 
In the case of φ ⊥ = π/2, we get
The final analytical form of the magnon energy dispersion is given as,
where ξ k , P k , Q k are given explicitly as, 
